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Blycolin
Collection
Special products in our proven collection



Good duvets and pillows are essential when making up your rooms. 
In our collection, you will find everything to stock your linen room. 
These articles are suitable for industrial laundry and tested for 
intensive use. Handy, time-saving and of the same high quality as  
the linen in our rental collection.

Special products in 
our proven collection
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Duvets
Good duvets are indispensable for your guests’ 
sleeping comfort. Blycolin offers a wide collection 
of duvets, each with fine features suitable for 
intensive use. Our duvets are washable, which  
is important for hygiene, health and durability. 
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In our collection, we have three different duvets produced by a duvet specialist.  
With the guaranteed qualities, your guests will be kept warm!

Pure recycled
A 100% recycled duvet with a fill weight of 350gr/m2. The combination of Ultrolite® 
recycled polyester hollow fibers and a microfiber recycled ticking makes for a durable 
duvet. The tick is made from 100% used and recycled PET bottles. As there is a lot of air 
in and between the fibers, excess moisture can be dispersed quickly. The duvet is anti-
allergenic, washable up to max 40˚C and can even be tumble-dried at low temperatures.

Dimensions Dimensions

140/200 cm 200/220 cm

140/220 cm 240/220 cm

200/200 cm

Order per box, sizes 140/200-220 5 pieces, size 200/200-220 4 pieces and sizes 240/220 3 pieces. Supplied in a PU bag.

Pure Comfort
This duvet has several outstanding features. The Ultrolite® polyester hollow fiber 
ensures good moisture regulation, as there is a lot of air in and between the fibers. 
Besides the extra hygienic properties, the duvet with 100% cotton tick remains springy. 
The Pure Comfort duvet with diamond stitching and a weight of 400gr/m2 can be washed 
up to 40˚C and can even be tumble-dried at low temperatures.

Dimensions Dimensions

140/200 cm 200/220 cm

140/220 cm 240/220 cm

200/200 cm

Order per box, sizes 140/200-220 5 pieces, size 200/200-220 4 pieces and sizes 240/220 3 pieces. Supplied in a PU bag.
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Ecodown
The Ecodown duvet is filled with the super soft (siliconised) Airolite® polyester fiber  
that feels like down and has a 100% percale cotton tick. This duvet, with block stitching, 
is permanently springy and regulates moisture very well. It has a weight of 400gr/m2.
Moreover, it is anti-allergic, washable up to 40˚C and can even be tumble-dried at low 
temperature. Of course, it is good to air and fluff out a duvet regularly.
Ecodown duvets are packaged individually.

Dimensions Dimensions

140/200 cm 200/220 cm

140/220 cm 240/220 cm

200/200 cm

Order per box, sizes 140/200-220 5 pieces, size 200/200-220 4 pieces and sizes 240/220 3 pieces. Supplied in a PU bag.

Duvet bag
Duvets that are not in use should be safely stored without losing their qualities. 
We have therefore developed a special duvet bag for responsibly storing your duvets.

Item Dimensions

Duvet bag non-woven blue 1-bed

Duvet bag non-woven blue Double

The minimum order quantity is 10 pieces.
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Pillows are essential for a healthy and good 
night’s sleep. Blycolin has an array of pillows in 
its assortment. Our pillows are purchased from a 
European partner supplier, who specializes in the 
development and production of pillows. Therefore, 
you can rest assured that sustainability, hygiene and 
health aspects and user quality are all in perfect 
order. There’s absolutely no need to lose any sleep 
over your pillows.

Pillows
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Soft pillows
Pure Comfort 
The Pure Comfort pillow has a weight of 800 grams and a filling of stacked polyester 
fiber. This is voluminous but supple. The cover is 100% cotton with a 30 cm zip. This 
optical white pillow is available in two different sizes and is excellent washable up to 
40˚C, anti-allergic and can even be tumble-dried at low temperature.

Item Dimensions

Pillow pure comfort 50/90 cm

Pillow pure comfort 60/70 cm

Order per box, 8 pieces.

Medium pillows
 
Pillow pure recycled 
A 100% recycled pillow filled with rPet polyester fiber balls that has a cover of recycled 
embossed microfiber. The recycled pillow weighs 750 grams. It can be washed up to 
40˚C and can even be tumble-dried at low temperature.

Item Dimensions

Pillow Pure recycled 60/70 cm

Order per box, size 60/70cm 8 pieces.

Ecodown
The Ecodown pillow is a bestseller in our collection. The 60/70 pillow has a weight  
of 1200 g and consists of 100% siliconized Airolite® polyester fiber with a cover of  
100% percale cotton. This pillow is wonderfully soft and feels like down. It has a  
very high moisture regulation and is permanently resilient and anti-allergic. Ecodown 
pillows can be washed up to 40˚C and can even be tumble-dried at low temperature.

Item Dimensions

Pillow ecodown 50/90 cm

Pillow ecodown 60/70 cm

Order per box, size 50/90cm 10 pieces, size 60/70cm 8 pieces.
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Flannel run
For optimum hygiene and to protect the pillows, an extra flannel pillowcase  
is recommended. This 100% white cotton pillowcase of 200g/m² with housewife  
closure that can be washed at 95˚C and is available in two sizes.

Size 

60/70/20 cm

50/90/20 cm*

Minimum order quantity is 10 pieces.
*Packed per two pieces.

Pillow protector/enhancer
This 100% microfiber cushion cover is lightly padded, fully quilted and has a  
housewife closure. It is a product that offers new cushions optimal protection to 
preserve the cushion and guarantees extra hygiene. But it is also a product that is  
great for reviving existing cushions. The cover is anti-allergic and washable up to 60˚C.

Item Size

Cushion cover microfibre 60/70 cm

Minimum order quantity is 10 pieces.

Flannel run Pillow enhancer
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Pillow bag
Cushions you do not use should be stored without losing their qualities.  
We have developed a cushion bag for this purpose, especially for the responsible  
storage of your cushions.

Artikel Size

Cushion bag, non-woven, blue (for cushion size 60/70) 65/53/8 cm

Cushion bag, non-woven, blue (for cushion size 50/90) 80/45/8 cm

Minimum order quantity is 10 pieces.
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To increase the comfort of a mattress, but also 
to protect it, Blycolin has various solutions in its 
assortment. For every situation, we have the right 
product. Cover and plateau flannels offer extra 
hygiene, but also extra comfort for your guests.  

Mattress comfort 
and protection
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Cover flannel Cotton
The cover flannel Cotton is made of 100% 
cotton. Because of the 200 gr/m²
plain weave, it is a strong mattress 
protector. The flannel can be washed at 
95° Celsius and can be used for mattress 
heights ranging between 18 and 25 
centimeters. Dry at low temperature.

Cover flannel Care Plus
The cover flannel Care Plus is made of an 
extra thin supple fabric that consists of 
polyurethane/polyester (free of PVC),  
which makes the flannel anti-allergenic, 
flame-retardant and water-resistant and 
therefore offers optimal hygienic protection 
for your mattresses. This flannel is for 
mattress heights of 18 or 23 centimeters. 

Size
 80/200 cm

 90/200 cm

 90/210 cm

100/200 cm

140/200 cm

140/210 cm

160/200 cm

160/210 cm

180/200 cm

180/210 cm

200/200 cm

The minimal order quantity is 10 pieces.

Size

90/190 cm

90/200 cm

90/210 cm

100/200 cm

100/210 cm

140/200 cm

140/210 cm

160/200 cm

160/210 cm

180/200 cm

180/210 cm

200/200 cm

200/210 cm

The minimal order quantity is 10 pieces.
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Plateau flannel Blyco
This product is made of 100% unbleached 
cotton and has a weight is 480 gr/m². It 
has 4 elastic bands in the corners and is 
boil-proof washable at 95° Celsius. Dry at 
low temperature.

Plateau flannel 
Blycolux 
This plateau flannel is not only made of 
100% cotton, but also has a watertight 
intermediate layer. The flannel has a 
weight of 440 gr/m², has 4 elastic bands 
in the corners and is boil-proof washable 
at 95° Celsius. Dry at low temperature.

Article Size

Blyco 90/190 cm

Blyco 80/200 cm

Blyco 90/200 cm

Blyco 90/210 cm

Blyco 100/200 cm

Blyco 100/210 cm

Blyco 120/200 cm

Blyco 120/210 cm

Blyco 140/200 cm

Blyco 140/210 cm

Blyco 160/200 cm
Blyco 160/210 cm
Blyco 180/200 cm

Blyco 180/210 cm

Blyco 200/200 cm

Blyco 200/210 cm

The minimal order quantity is 10 pieces.

Article Size

Blycolux 90/190 cm

Blycolux 80/200 cm
Blycolux 90/200 cm
Blycolux 90/210 cm
Blycolux 100/200 cm
Blycolux 100/210 cm
Blycolux 120/200 cm
Blycolux 120/210 cm
Blycolux 140/200 cm
Blycolux 140/210 cm
Blycolux 160/200 cm
Blycolux 160/210 cm
Blycolux 180/200 cm
Blycolux 180/210 cm
Blycolux 200/200 cm
Blycolux 200/210 cm

The minimal order quantity is 10 pieces.
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Table protection
With table protection, your linen looks better on the 
table, without moving. It also protects the table, the 
service and the linen, which lengthens the lifespan 
of your interior. 
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Table protection
Our table protection is available in rolls of 20 meters, in the widths 85, 110, 135, 170  
and 220 centimeters. It is an odorless product that retains its shape up to 80° Celsius.  
It can also be washed in a washing machine up to 60° Celsius.

Width Package

85 cm Roll of 20 meter

110 cm Roll of 20 meter

135 cm Roll of 20 meter

170 cm Roll of 20 meter

220 cm Roll of 20 meter

The minimum order quantity for this product is 1 roll. 
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Clothing and cloths
A sense of style. Your personal style for and in the 
kitchen. Top quality chef’s clothing is part of that. 
You will definitely find that in our collection of the 
renowned brand Le Nouveau Chef. Products that excel 
in fit, comfort and functionality. Sustainable, suitable 
for industrial laundry, colorfast and highly durable.

With our collection of kitchen linen, you combine style 
with practical use. With high quality and safe fabrics, 
we put working and wearing convenience first. Our 
collection is also highly durable for professional use 
and does not decrease in quality after washing. 
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Chef’s jackets
Gusto
The chef’s jacket Gusto is a slimfit. The design is ‘clean’ and will therefore be appreciated 
by both classic and modern chefs. The very lightweight fabric consists of 50% polyester 
and 50% cotton and most of the cotton is on the inside. This makes it comfortable to 
wear and regulates moisture. This model comes in black and white, has a breast and pen 
pocket and an invisible fastening with stainless steel snaps down the middle.

Article Size

Gusto white XXXS up to XXXXXXL

Gusto black XXXS up to XXXXXXL

The minimal order quantity is 5 pieces.

Glasgow
A modern chef’s jacket for gentlemen with a classic ‘Hilton’ design, made of luxurious 
stretchy fabric. The chef’s jacket has a pen pocket on the sleeve, a hidden pocket and an 
apron loop in the neck. The composition is 65% polyester and 35% cotton.

Article Size

Glasgow white XXS up to XXXXL

The minimal order quantity is 5 pieces.
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Chef’s jacket Gusto Chef’s jacket Glasgow
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Kitchen pants
Oregon and Ontario
Oregon and Ontario are unisex chef’s pants. The model of both pants is a sturdy 
5-pocket jeans with slimfit legs. The fabric consists of 65% polyester and 35% cotton 
and is stretchy, which increases wearing comfort. The Oregon is black and the Ontario is 
blue. The Oregon is available in 3 length sizes.

Article Length size Size

Oregon (black) 32 26 - 34

34 28 - 42

36 30 - 36

Ontario (blue) 34 28 - 42

The minimal order quantity is 5 pieces.

Chef’s hats

A classic French model or rather a modern look? We have two chef’s hats in various 
models on offer in our collection. Both with adjustment options on the inside, so the hat 
can be made to measure for each size. Available in black and white.

Article Length size Size

Chef’s hat (baret) 32 One size

Chef’s hat (Fez) 34 One size

The minimal order quantity is 5 pieces.
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Kitchen pant Oregon Kitchen pant Ontario
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Aprons
Aprons are very suitable to present your brigade uniformly dressed to your guests. 
Quick and without large investments. Blycolin has various types of aprons in its 
assortment, so there is ample choice.
 

Article Size Packed per

Apron Monte Carlo white 120/95 cm 10 pieces

Apron Monte Carlo black 120/95 cm 10 pieces

Apron Monte Carlo nimbus gray 100/110 cm 10 pieces

Neck apron Lisboa white 100/110 cm 10 pieces

Neck apron Lisboa black 100/110 cm 10 pieces

Neck apron nimbus gray 100/110 cm 10 pieces

Neck apron Innovation black or nimbus grey 100/110 cm 10 pieces

Apron bands Size Packed per

Set of apron bands:
white, blue, black, gray and nimbus gray

112/3,5 cm 10 pairs

The (neck) aprons have separate apron bands, except for the Innovation apron.  
The composition is 65% polyester and 35% cotton. The minimal order quantity is 10 pieces.

A sense of style and ambiance. Top quality chef’s clothing is part of  
that. You will definitely find that in our collection of the renowned  
brand Le Nouveau Chef. Le Nouveau Chef’s clothing is sustainable,  
suitable for industrial laundry, colorfast, safe and very durable.

Kitchen cloths
The kitchen cloths is Blycolin’s collection are distinctive. First and foremost because 
of their functionality. All of our kitchen cloths are composed in such a way that they do 
exactly and excellently what they are intended for. Besides this, our kitchen cloths have 
a surprisingly pretty design. We have said farewell to blue and chosen black and white. 
Different and refreshing!

Article Size Packed per

Tea towel Nationaal black/white, 100% cotton 65/65 cm 12 pieces

Glass cloth diamond black/white, half-linen/half-cotton 65/65 cm 12 pieces

Block cloth black/white, 100% cotton 65/65 cm 12 pieces

Serving cloth white with gray, 100% cotton 65/40 cm 12 pieces

The minimal order quantity is 12 pieces.

Embroidery
Clothing with your company name or logo adds extra style. Embroidery of your own 
signature is also an extra barrier against potential theft of your company clothing.  
Blycolin can embroider your clothes with your texts and company style.

Embroid

First line of text

Every next line of text 

Logos upon request
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Bathrobes
Comfortable bathrobes increase your guests’ level of 
comfort. Getting up unhurriedly, working a little before 
going to bed... All bathrobes are made for intensive 
use and available in various lengths. 
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The minimal order quantity is 10 pieces. The sash can also be ordered separately, minimally 10 pieces. The minimal order quantity is 10 pieces. The sash can also be ordered separately, minimally 10 pieces.

Elegance
The bathrobe Elegance has an airy 
velvet quality of 380 gr/m² that feels 
like a second skin. This bathrobe is also 
available in various lengths and only in 
the color white. With shawl collar and 
two loops for the sash.

Size

M 120 cm long 

L  125 cm long

XL 130 cm long

Ceintuur Elegance

Supreme
The Supreme bathrobe is a 100% cotton 
product, available in radiant white and 
is a bathroom accessory that warmly 
embraces your guests. Literally, 
because the knitted quality of 400 gr/
m² with shawl collar is warm, soft and 
comfortable to wear and has two loops 
for the sash.

Size

M 120 cm long

L  130 cm long

XL 140 cm long

Seperate sash Supreme

Nuance
The Nuance bathrobe is rather special. The inside of the bathrobe is cotton which 
increases moisture absorption and wearing comfort. The outside is polyester and 
therefore feels lovely and soft, even after washing. The bathrobe has a knitted quality of 
300 gr/m² and is available in the color white. The shawl collar with gray piping adds a 
nice nuance. 

Size

M 125 cm long 

L  125 cm long

XL 130 cm long

Sash Nuance

Children’s bathrobes
Also for your little guests, we have a bathrobe in our collection. The bathrobe is of 
knitted quality of 360 gr/m² and 100% cotton. A bathroom accessory that will surely 
surprise your guests. The children’s bathrobe is available in the colour beige. 

Size Packed per

0 - 2 years 1 piece

3 - 5 years 1 piece

5 - 7 years 1 piece

The minimal order quantity is 10 pieces. 

Embroidery
Clothing with your company name or logo adds extra style. Embroidery of your own 
signature is also an extra barrier against potential theft of your company clothing.  
Blycolin can embroider your clothes with your texts and company style.

Embroid

First line of text

Every next line of text 

Logos upon request
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GOOD
STORIES

RE
CYCLED

BLUE
COTTON

RE
MADE

COME
BACK

FROM STORIES TO BEDWEAR...

A SUSTAINABLE COLLECTION OF BED RUNNERS 
AND PILLOW CASES, MADE FROM WORN JEANS.

Blue
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Cotton is a valuable resource. That is why we keep looking for ways to reuse 
materials. In this unique recycling process, strong machines unravel old jeans into 
small blue cotton fibers. An experienced Spanish family company then weaves the 
fibers into yarn. These spools are the basis for new bed linen. A completely circular 
process with which we save thousands of liters of water, power and resources. 

Composition: 
Jeans Recycled 45%, Cotton Recycled 30%, PET Recycled 15%, Polyester Virgin 10%. 

Decorative pillow

Size
30/60 cm

Bed runner

Size 

160/110 cm 

 220/110 cm 

 260/110 cm 

Pillow cover

Size

30/60/20 cm

The minimal ordering quantity is on request. 
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Personal offer? 
Call +31 418-541800 or 
email welkom@blycolin.com.

Disclaimer
Printing errors are reserved and do not oblige us to delivery. For current prices or a personal offer, you can, of course, always contact us by  
telephone +31 418-541800 or email us at welkom@blycolin.com.

For orders under € 250.00, we charge € 15.00 shipping costs. Minimal ordering quantities are indicated at each product. 

Print version May 2023


